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Abstract
We examine Sciama’s inertia theory; we conclude that Berman(2006), while considering the
Machian conjecture that the Universe is endowed with zero-total energy, is equivalent to Sciama’s
approach.
We determine the numerical value of a constant which appears in the Machian inertial force
expression devised by Graneau and Graneau[2]. We point out that this formula may be not
restricted to Newtonian physics.
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On the Machian Origin of Inertia
Marcelo Samuel Berman
Section I - Introduction
The advancement of scientific knowledge has produced, in the aftermath of Newtonian
theory, the surge of General Relativity and alternative versions of it. On a different line of
thought, Sciama[1] has put forward a gravity theory based on an electrodynamical frame-
work. We show, in Section II, that Sciama’s paper implies in that the total energy density
of the Universe is null, at each point of space; on summing for the whole Universe, we obtain
zero-total energy.
In Section III, we find the otherwise ”arbitrary” constant B in the inertia formula by
Graneau and Graneau[2].
Section II - Sciama’s Inertia Model
In order to fulfill a theoretical need for accounting the inertia properties of matter, Sciama
supposes that gravitation is analogous to electrodynamics. The working hypothesis is that
inertial and gravitational forces cancel each other at any point of space, so that the total
field is null. We repeat first the calculation of expansion and rotation of the Universe.
For a rest particle, the ”electric” potential contribution from the whole Universe, as






If the density is uniform, we have from (1):
Φ ∼= −2πρc2τ 2 , (2)
while, by symmetry, the ”vector” potential is null:
~A = 0 . (3)
In formula (2), τ is associated with H−1 , where H stands for Hubble’s parameter.
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If the particle moves with a linear velocity ~v , and we add Hubble’s expansion, its total
velocity is [~v + ~rH ] , at any point in the Universe. In the first approximation, Φ keeps
approximately the same form as above. However, the vector potential ~A , when ~v does









The ”electric” field is given by the usual electromagnetic formula:








The above is called in this case, a gravitoelectric field.
On the other hand, we would have a null gravitomagnetic field,
~B = ▽ × ~A ∼= 0 . (6)
Now, let us have a body of mass M , placed in the Universe. In the rest frame of a


























[φ− Φ]~a , (9)
where ~a is the total acceleration (of the Universe plus the body), relative to the test
particle. Put it in other frame: the particle accelerates towards the rest body, relative to the
whole Universe.
As this theory is of the electromagnetic type, it is a linear one. We supperimpose, then,
the cases of linear and rotating pictures.
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In the first place, consider a non-rotating Universe; now we set a reference frame with
origin at the body; in relativistic units, near the origin, we shall have the scalar and vector
potentials given by:
~A = 0 , (10)
and,
Φ ∼= −1 . (11)
In a rotating Universe, however, if the axis of rotation is the Z , then near the origin,
we shall have:
Ax ∼= ωy ,
Ay ∼= −ωx ,
(12)
Az ∼= 0 ,
Φrot ∼= − [1 + ω2r2]
1/2
.












Now, we equate, on the test particle, inertia to gravitation, one balancing the other, so
that the total field is zero, where this total is not the above only but added to ~ETOT ,






− 2πρH−2 ∼= 0 . (14)




∼= 2πρH−2a . (15)






∼= Mr2 . (16)
Equality (15) is satisfied by the Whitrow-Randall expression,
GρH−2 ∼= 1 . (17)
The above is equivalent, because ρ ∼= M4
3
πr3
, to Brans-Dicke form,
GM
r
∼= 1 . (18)
If we now go to (16), and solve it with the approximation (18), and we take the angular
speed, as given by the Machian expression,
ω ∼= cr , (c = 1), (19)
then, the total spin of the rotating Universe will be proportional to r2 , i.e.:




∼= 1 . (21)
We thus make contact with Berman(2006) paper.
We notice that the local effect at each point of space, makes the total energy density,




∼= 0 . (22)
When we sum for all points of space, we obviously find that the total energy of the
Universe is zero-valued.
Section III - Graneau and Graneau’s Theory
Graneau and Graneau[2], discuss a version of inertia theory, that would be originated in











where, ∆Fi is the inertial force between two particles with masses m0 and mx ,
separated by a radial distance r , while B is a universal constant, relating ∆Fi with a
universal relative acceleration a between the two objects.
Berman[3] has shown elsewhere that Mach’s principle can be thought of, as the mathe-
matical representation of the zero-total-energy of the Machian Universe. In another paper,
Berman[4] calculated the existence of an anomalous universal acceleration which acts rela-
tive to each pair of ”observer” and ”observed” objects, due to the same Machian principle.
The numerical value of the expected relative acceleration, acting in a radial direction from
the ”observed” to the ”observer”, is about 7.0 × 10−8cm/ sec2 . This result was shown by
Berman to agree and explain the so-called Pioneers’ anomalous acceleration relative to the
Earth, which is affecting both spaceships that travel in the outskirts of the Solar system, in
two opposite directions relative to the Earth or approximately towards the Sun.
Graneau and Graneau[2], have failed to determine the numerical value of their constant
B . By comparing with Newtonian law of gravitation, we may write:
a = π2BG , (24)
where, G stands for Newton’s gravitational constant.
When the numerical values above are plugged, we find:
B ∼= 1.0 m−2kg−1 . (25)
Though we have found the otherwise undetermined numerical value for B , we point out
that we do not agree with Graneau and Graneau, when they discard General Relativity in




∼= 1 , (26)
which is derived from the Machian zero-total-energy hypothesis, and which models are
based on General Relativity theory or alternative generalizations of such theory, should be
regarded as fulfilling the Machian property.
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Section IV - Conclusions
Sciama’s linear theory, is equivalent to the Machian treatment by Berman(2006).
We have also found the constant B numerical value, but, nevertheless, we guess that
we need not exclude other theories in favor of Newton’s one. This constant is the result
of interactions Bi from all other masses in the Universe, in the treatment of Graneau and
Graneau, where the Bi ’s are determined by the mass of each ”cause” , i.e., each mass in
the Universe, divided by its distance to the given local point of space where they cause the
inertia force.
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